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Choose the Almond b&b rent a room set in Florence, it is undoubtedly the ideal solution for your
holidays in Florence. Whether you are in the beautiful Florence for pleasure or business, the
Mandorlo offers you the opportunity to spend a wonderful stay, with every comfort and relaxing.

  

The first reason is: It is a 10-minute bus ride from the center, and it is served by two local lines
very close to the structure, few meters from it, the Mandorlo is a b&b rent a room which is
located in a renovated building and for its family size, gives the very idea of home and
hospitality in its purest form.

  

The second reason is the tranquility: Perfect for couples, but also for families, being very quiet
area, near the center but far from the chaos derived from the night life, and for groups of friends
who want to share an apartment for a few days .

  

The third reason is the breakfast: Mandorlo offers you the opportunity to have breakfast at
home, or go to the bar with convenient tickets including of course in the price you pay! This way
you can also choose breakfast that you like, without stress and forcing, living your stay in the
best way.

  

The fourth reason: The Mandorlo B & B offers 5 wide and bright rooms with private bathroom,
tv, wifi, air conditioning and daily cleaning: Every room has got a different color, there seems to
be really in the warmth of your house, the room peach blossom, the almond blossom room, and
cherry blossoms room will like you very much, above all for the convenience and brand new
design that belongs to it.
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The fifth reason: The kindness and cordiality of the host and her staff, which is essential to
accommodate the tourists. You just have to book your stay in Florence, immediately going on
Mandorlo b&b and lock your room, hurry because the availability is even less in this time of
year, have a good stay. 
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